Let E, F be real Banach spaces, U Ç E and V Ç F nonvoid open subsets and Ck(U) the algebra of real-valued A:-times continuously Frechet differentiable functions on U , endowed with the compact open topology of order k . It is proved that, for m > p , the nonzero continuous algebra homomorphisms A: Cm(U) -► C(V) are exactly those induced by the mappings g: V -> U satisfying (pog e CP(V) for
Introduction
Homomorphisms between function algebras on Banach spaces have been described in recent years by various authors: for instance, [3, 13] deal with algebras of continuous functions, and [2, 11] with algebras of differentiable functions.
Let C^U(E) denote the algebra of k-times continuously differentiable realvalued functions on the real Banach space E such that the functions and their derivatives are weakly uniformly continuous on bounded subsets. It is proved in [2] that the nonzero (algebra) homomorphisms A: C™U(E) -> C£"(Tr) (m > p) axe exactly those induced by the mappings g: F -> E** satisfying 0 o g € Cwu(F) for each 0 £ E*, in the sense that A(f) = fog where / is the extension of / £ C™U(E) to the bidual of E. Since C™U(E) is a real Fréchet algebra, it can be proved that these homomorphisms are automatically continuous.
It was then natural to try to describe the continuous homomorphisms A : Cm(U) -* Cp(V) (m>p), where U ç E and V ç F are open, and Cm(U)
is the algebra of all w-times continuously differentiable real-valued functions on U endowed with one of the natural topologies: the compact open topology of order m (rjf) and the compact-compact topology of order m (x™) (definitions below). This is the problem we solve here. Some of our results are the following:
(a) A is rjf -Xu continuous if and only if it is induced by a mapping g: V -+ U satisfying (pogeCp(V) (0 £ E*) ;
(b) A is t™ -xpu continuous if and only if it is induced by a Cp mapping g: V -> U whose derivatives are compact polynomials. These results are proved by first showing that if g : V -> E satisfies 0 o g e CP(V) (0 £ E*), then g e CP(V, 7±**.) where £**. is the bidual of E endowed with the weak-star topology. As a consequence we prove that such a function belongs to Cp~x (V, E). This is the real analogue of a well-known result on holomorphic mappings: if E and F are complex Banach spaces, and V ç F is a nonvoid open subset, then a mapping g : V -> E is holomorphic if and only if, for every 0 £ E*, 0 o g is holomorphic [17, 8.12 ]. In the differentiable case, this property is stated in [7, 2.6 .2] but we do not know of any published proof.
Notations, definitions, and preliminary results
Throughout, E, F, and G will be real Banach spaces, E* and E**, the dual and the bidual, respectively, of E. The weak-star topology is denoted by io* and we write Tí*. = (E*, w*). BE is the closed unit ball of E and cf(E) the family of all nonempty open subsets of E. Given a set A c E, A°s tands for its polar. E* will denote the space E* endowed with the topology of compact convergence. E represents the real line, N the set of natural numbers including 0, and N* = N u {oo}.
For n £ N, L(nE, F) denotes the Banach space of all «-linear continuous mappings from E" = E x • • • x E into F , endowed with the norm \\A\\ = sxxo{\\A(xx ,...,x")\\: \\x,\\ < 1, 1 < i < n). L(E, F) stands for L(XE, F). LS("E, F) is the subspace of L("E, F) consisting of all symmetric «-linear continuous mappings. ¿^("E, F) will denote the Banach space of all «-homogeneous continuous polynomials from E to F , endowed with the norm ||P|| = sup{||P(x)||: ||x|| < 1} .
The map T: Ls(nE, F) -&>("£, F), given by T(A) = P with P(x) = A(x, il\,x), is a topological isomorphism [18, §3] . We write A = P and say that P is the symmetric «-linear continuous mapping associated to the polynomial P. The following inequalities hold:
£P(nE, F)c will be the space of «-homogeneous continuous polynomials endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on compact subsets of E . £Pk("E, F), the space of «-homogeneous compact polynomials from E to F, consists of all P £ £P(nE, F) such that P(Be) is relatively compact in F . 3?wb(nE, F) is the set of all P € ^("E, F) whose restrictions to bounded subsets of E are weakly (uniformly) continuous; it is a subspace of ^("E, F)
[16, 4.5.9 and 4.1.1].
If U £ (9(E), then Cm(U, F) (resp. Cfî(U, F)) denotes the vector space of all w-times continuously differentiable mappings in the Fréchet (resp. Hadamard) sense from U to F. General results on differentiable mappings may be seen in [14] or [22] .
For U e (9(E), we define two topologies in the space Cm(U, F) that only coincide when E is finite dimensional:
(a) the topology x™ (compact open of order m), given by the seminorms PKif) = sup{||^/(x)||: x € K, 0<j<m} (where d°f = /), for each compact subset K c U. (b) the topology x™ (compact-compact of order m), introduced by Llavona [15] and Prolla [19] , given by the seminorms PK,L(f) = ^o{\\f(x)\\,\\dif(x)(y)\\:xeK, yeL, l<j<m} for every pair of compact subsets K c U and L c E . The space C^(U, F) is always endowed with the topology x™ .
In [ 1, 4] the following classes of differentiable functions were introduced: (a) the space C^(U, F) of compact differentiable mappings of order m , consisting of all f e Cm(U, F) such that for every x e U, djf(x) e &K(jE,F) (l<j<m). (b) C?{U,F) is the space of all mappings f e Cm(U, F) such that for each x e U and j e N, (1 < j < m), dJf(x) e &wb(>E, F) ;
(c) C%uiU, F) consists of all fie Q"( [7, F) such that the derivative map djf: U -> 3°wbi¡E, F) is weakly uniformly continuous on bounded subsets of U, for 0 < j < m .
If a mapping between Banach spaces is weakly uniformly continuous on bounded subsets, then it takes bounded sets into precompact ones [16, 4.1.1]. Therefore, it is possible to endow the space C™uiU, F) with the topology x™ generated by the family of seminorms pBif) = Bup{||rf'/(jc)||: x e B, 0 < j < m}, for each bounded set B c U .
If E* has the bounded approximation property, then the polynomials of finite type from Ti to F are dense in (C™(E, F), x™) and in (C%U(E, F), t™)
[4]-Throughout, when the range space is omitted, it is understood to be K. Thus, Cm(U) = Cm(U,R), &>(nE) = ^("E, E), etc.
Composition operators
In this section, it is shown that every nonzero continuous homomorphism between algebras of differentiable functions is induced by a mapping. By standard techniques (see for instance [10] ), the following result may be proved: 2.1. Proposition. Let p e N*\{0} . If 0>: (C"(U), xpu) -> R is a nonzero continuous homomorphism, then there is a unique x e U such that 0(/) = f(x) for every feCp(U).
This result remains valid when replacing the algebra (CP(U), xpu) by (CP(U), xpc) or CpH(U).
2.2 Theorem. Let p, me N*\{0}, U e (9(E), V e (9(F) and let a nonzero algebra homomorphism A: Cm(U) -► CP(V) be given. A is supposed to be continuous when Cm(U) is endowed with one of the topologies x™ , x™ and CP(V) is also endowed with one of the topologies xpu, xp. Then there is a unique map g: V -> U such that A(f) = f ° g for each f e Cm(U).
Proof. Let ôy be the evaluation map at a point y e V. Then ôy o A is a nonzero continuous homomorphism from Cm(U) to K, so there is a unique x e U such that A(f)(y) = Sy o A(f) = f(x) for every / £ Cm(U). If g: V -> U is the mapping taking y into x, then A(f) = fog for each / £ Cm(U). It is easy to see that g must be unique. D Since E* C Cm(t/), we have 0 o g = A(cp) e CP(V) for each 0 £ Tí*. The theorem still holds for algebras of Hadamard differentiable functions.
Weakly differentiable mappings
For V e (9(F), suppose the map g: V -* E is such that 0 o g e CP(V)
for each cf> e E*. We shall then say that g is weakly Cp , or weakly />times continuously differentiable, and prove that g e CP(V, ££,*,). This result will be important in the following section. As a consequence, it is also proved that every mapping g as above belongs to the space CP~X(V, E). This property was stated in [7, 2.6 .2] but we have not found any proof of this fact in the literature, unless F is finite dimensional:
see the appendix of [20] for F = E" .
We first need a lemma on polynomial spaces: Proof. Take first p = 0. If 0 o g is continuous for each <j> e E*, then given x e V , e>0, 0 € Tí*, there is S > 0 so that whenever \\x -y\\ < S (y e V), we have \<j>(g(x)) -(¡>(g(y))\ < e, and thus g: V -► Tí,** is continuous. The converse is obvious.
Let now p > 1 . For the nontrivial part, suppose cf> o g e CP(V) (0 £ Tí*). Following [2, Theorem 3.3] , define the map gj: V -» &>(>F, Tí*,*.) by gjiy)(x)i<t>) = dJi<f> o g)(y)(x), for y € V , x € F , 0 £ Tí*, and 1 < j < p.
The maps gj are well defined. Indeed, for every 4> e E*, y e V , x e F ,
There is ô > 0 such that the set {rx(g(y + tx) -g(y)): 0 < |/| < 0} is bounded: otherwise we would find a sequence t" -» 0 in M. so that the vectors Cn = (l/tn)igiy + t"x)-giy))
verify ||£"|| > «, and then lim" £"(</>) would not exist for some 0 £ Tí*, in contradiction with (1) . Hence, there is M > 0 such that sup{|£,(y)(x)(0)|: 0 € 77£.} = sup{|¿(0 o g)(y)(x)\: 0 £ T7£.} < M, so gï (y)(x) £ Tí**. It is now easily proved that gx (y) e L(F, Tí**. ). By induction and using similar arguments, it is not difficult to see that g}(y) (x) e Tí** and gdy) e <9>(iF, £** ) (1 < j < p).
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We shall now prove that gj = dj g . For each bounded set B c F , y e V , and 0 £ Tí* :
uniformly for x £ T7 . Hence, limrx(g(y + tx) -g(y) -gx(y)(tx)) = 0 (-►0 in Tí", uniformly for x e B, and gx is the derivative of g . Assume now that gx, ... , gj-X axe the first j -1 derivatives of g, with j < p. For y £ V fixed, let m^: F -► ¿?(j~lF, Tí*/,) be the linear mapping given by
where gj(y) is the symmetric /linear map associated to the polynomial gj(y).
We only have to show that, for any bounded set T7 c F, one has (2) limrx(gj.x(y + tx) -gj-x(y) -uy(tx)) = 0 in 9°(3-xF, Tí**.), uniformly for x € T7 .
Fix 0 £ Tí*. Let vy , be the linear mapping associated to dJ(cf> o g)(y), as we did above for uyj. Since 0 o g e CJ(V), we have
uniformly for x, z e B . Now, vy. ,(tx)(z) = uy(tx)(z)(4>), so we have limrx(gj-x(y + tx)(z) -gj-x(y)(z) -uy(tx)(z))(4>) = 0 uniformly for x, z e B, and (2) follows. Finally, gj is continuous. Indeed, let B c F be bounded, x € V fixed, e > 0, 0 e E*. By the continuity of dJ(<¡) o g): V -> 3°(JF), there is a ô > 0 such that whenever ||x -y|| < á (ye V), we have
Hence, gj is continuous and therefore g e C'(V, Tí*,*.). □ 3.3. Lemma. Let p e N, V e (f(F), and g e CP(V,E*W*.). For j e {l,...,p}, K c V compact, and B c F bounded, the set dJg(K)(B) is bounded in E**.
Proof. By the continuity of dJg , d]g(K) is compact in £P(JF, Tí**.). Since, for every 0 £ Tí*, the set F(0, T7, 1) = {Pe&(JF,E*w*Z): |P(y)(0)| < 1 (y e 77)} is a zero neighborhood, we can find xx, x2,..., x" e K such that n dJg(K)c\J(d^g(xi) + V((¡),B, 1)). í=i License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
Finally, dp~xg is continuous. Indeed, let K c V be a convex compact set, x £ K fixed, y e K, h e Be ■ By the mean value theorem \\dp-lg(x)(h)-dp-xg(y)(h)\\ = suxy{\<po(dp-xg(x)-dp-xg(y) The next example shows that given p e N\{0} and a mapping g: V -> 7Í such that 0 o g e CP(V) for each 0 £ Tí*, it is not in general true that g e CP(V, Ew), since the pth derivative lies in Tí**.
Example. Let g: E ->• c0 be the function given by g(t) = (fMO)^li
where ipn(t) = (I/n)sinnt (t e E). It is easy to check that 0o g e CX(R) for every 0 = ((f>")^=x G h , with oo (<t>og)'(t) = J£<t>nK(t)-n=\ Hence, g e C'(E, (lx , w*)). Furthermore, ¿/g(0) = (^(0))~, = (l,l,l,...)e/oo\co. We remark that this map is weakly Cx but is not differentiable.
Composition of differentiable mappings
The main result in this section states that if F £ (9(F), U e (9(E), g: V -> U is a weakly Cp mapping, and /: U -> E is of class Cp , then the composition map fog is of class Cp . Some stability properties of the classes CP(E, F) and CP]U(E, F) under composition with Cp functions are also analysed.
The proof of the following lemma is straightforward and omitted. There is n > 0 such that whenever \\g(y) -x\\ < n, for x £ U, we have \\dfigiy)) -iT/(x)|| < e/2M. Since g is continuous (Corollary 3.7), there is «2 £ N so that ||g(y") -g(y)|| < n for « > «2.
Therefore, for « > max{«i ,n2} we have
(b) For arbitrary p , the proof needs too complicated notations. Therefore, we only prove the result for the case p = 2, which contains all the ideas needed in the general case. By (a), d(f o g) is the composition of the following two maps:
S: y e V ~ (dg(y), df(g(y))) e L(F,E*W\) x Tí*, T: (A, 0) £ L(F, Tí*,*.) x E' ^<f)oAeF*. 
d(T o S)(y)(h) = dT(S(y))(dS(y)(h)) = df(g(y)) o d(dg)(y)(h) + d(df)(g(y))(dg(y)(hj) o dg(y),
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where we have applied the formula giving the derivative of the composition map [22, 3.1.1] . Hence, d\f o g)(y)(hx ,h2) = df(g(y))(d2g(y)(hx, h2)) + d2f(g(y))(dg(y)(hx),dg(y)(h2)).
(c) Finally, d2(f o g): V -> £PiZ2F) is continuous. Indeed, let (yn) c V be a sequence converging to y £ V. By Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3, we can take M = max{l,sux>{\\d2f(g(yn))\\, ¥giyn)\\2, \\d2g(yn)\\: n eN}} < oe.
Given e > 0, there is «o £ N so that for « > «0 we have \\dg(yn)-dg(y)\\<e/M2, \\d2f(g(yn))-d2f(g(y))\\<e/4M, \\df(g(yn))-df(g(y))\\<e/4M, \dfigiy))id2giyn)ih) -d2giy)ih))\ < e/4 (h e BF), since (d2g(yn) -d2g(y))™=x converges to zero in ZP^F, Tí".). A routine calculation now shows that, for « > «o , \d2(fog)(yn)(h)-d2(fiog)(y)(h)\<e (he BF). d
Proposition. Let p e N*\{0}, W e (9(G), V e (9(F), g e CP(W, V), and feCp(V,E). Then fogeCP(W,E).
Proof. The derivatives djg(x) (x e W, 1 < j < p) are weakly continuous on bounded subsets of G. Taking the chain rule into account [22, 1.8.3] , it is easy to check that the polynomial dj(f o g)(x) is weakly continuous on bounded subsets, and so / o g e CP( W, E). u
In the next proposition we use the fact that for A e L(kF, E), we have Given e > 0, there is n > 0 such that whenever ||g(xi ) -g(x2)|| < n (xx, x2e B), we have \\dkf(g(xx))-dkf(g(x2))\\<e/2Mi.
Moreover, there is a weak zero neighborhood W in G, such that, whenever xx-x2eW (xx, x2 e B), we have \\g(xx) -g(x2)\\ < n and \\d'<g(xx) -d^g(x2)\\ < e/2jAfJ (1 < r < k).
To simplify notation, we write Q(u, v) = dkf(g(u))(d^g(v)(y), ... , d^g(v)(y)).
For y £ Bg , and xx, x2 e B with Xi -x2 e W, we have
Hence, /o g e CPU(W, E). Slight modifications are needed for p = oo . D
CHARACTERIZATIONS OF HOMOMORPHISMS BETWEEN ALGEBRAS OF DIFFERENTIABLE FUNCTIONS
We prove that the continuous homomorphisms between algebras of Hadamard differentiable functions are exactly those induced by Hadamard differentiable mappings. Later on, we give one of the main results: namely, for m> p, the continuous homomorphisms from Cm(U) into CP(V) when both algebras are endowed with the compact open topology, are exactly those induced by the weakly Cp mappings from V to U. The continuous homomorphisms for the compact-compact topology are also described. Finally, we analyse the relationship among continuities for different topologies and we conclude with a brief note on automatic continuity.
Let us recall that, for a Hausdorff locally convex space X, the e-product XeE = Le(E*, X) is the space of all continuous linear operators from Tí* to X endowed with the topology of uniform convergence on equicontinuous subsets of Tí*. The following result will be needed: All these isomorphisms are defined in the following way: to each f in the first space, we associate the operator 0 >-+ 0 o / in the e-product.
In order to characterize the homomorphisms between algebras of Hadamard differentiable functions, we need a preliminary lemma: 5.2. Lemma. Let p e N*\{0}, V e (9(F), and g e CPH(V, E). If K c V is a compact set, then d^g(K)(K) is compact in E, for 1 < j < p . Proof. It is enough to prove that the map 4>: K x K -► Tí given by í>(x, y) = dJg(x)(y) is continuous. Let ((x" , y"))^=l be a sequence in KxK converging to (x, y) and let e > 0. Using the continuity of dJg: V -> ¿P(JF, E)c, we can find no eN so that for n> n0 we have \\(dJg(x")-dJg(x))(h)\\<e/2 (heK) and \\dig(x)(yn)-dig(x)(y)\\<el2. (b) Neither can we drop condition g e CPH(V, U) in Theorem 5.5(b). Indeed, the function g: E -► en of 3.5 satisfies 0o g e Cx(co) (0 £ h), but does not belong to C¿(E, c0) = C'(E, c0).
In the following corollary, for U e (9(E) and V e (9(F), we say that a homomorphism A: Cm(U) -> CP(V) is xx-x2 continuous if it is continuous when Cm(U) and CP(V) are endowed with the topologies Ti and t2 respectively. We end with a short analysis on automatic continuity. We first state a result on real-valued homomorphisms, due to Jaramillo. Then, any nonzero homomorphism O: Cm(U) -> E is a point evaluation in the sense that there is a unique x e U such that 4>(/) = f(x) for each feCm(U).
Condition (a) is fulfilled by separable spaces and their duals. Condition (b) is satisfied, for instance, by cn(7) where 7 is any index set and L2n(p) for « € N and any measure p. The definition of measurable cardinal may be seen in [5, 1.7] . Anyway, the condition imposed in (b) and (d) to the cardinal of Tí is very mild because it is not known whether any measurable cardinal exists. The authors are grateful to the referee for his very valuable suggestions.
Added in proof. In a paper to appear in Monatsh. Math., Biström and Lindström have proved that Theorem 5.8 is valid for a larger class of Banach spaces, including the W c G spaces and their duals.
